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**Title word cross-reference**

#ActuallyAutistic [Gub23].  
+ [UIJ05]. 3  
[IY+24, IW03, LBP17, MWVK21, NHGC16, QB05, SGL09, WLB09].  

12 [VSS+23]. 19 [DPL+23, MBN+23].  
3D [HWSB99, ZBM96].  

AAC [NWH21]. Abbreviated [LQZ23].  
abilities [SHCP08]. abstracted [TKH11].  
abstraction [PSS09]. abstraction-level [PSS09]. Abundance [ERL+23]. Abuse [AHCF18]. Academia [WMRW16].  
Academia-Industry [WMRW16].  

Applications [AJSW12, BBT+23, GMPS17, Har19, HGOZ19, MMH+22, THL+23, HBR+94, BPR08, DM05, Don98, Edw05, LMG+11, LH08, PSS09, SX+06, TSFA07].

Applied [DS08]. Apply [KTN+18, TH15].

Applying [ERT23, Pil18, PMM+13, PJL+16, TC01].

Appointments [HHG+22]. Appraisal [BKJ18]. Approach
[ALDR+22, BMNH20, BPG+22, BGK+22, CDT+21, GSK22, HM23, HSA+23,
KGYQ15, XJS23, CL08, CC13, EK00, GB05, LR13, MTD14, PKHD09, RO97, Wex95].

Approachable [AWB+23]. approaches [DRW13, PSSB13]. Approaching [Tan07].

Appropriate [HJS+20]. Appropriateness
[AATC22]. Appropriation [LBP17]. Apps
[LWLL22, PAM+22]. Archaeological
[ACDL12]. Architects [Kir19].

Architecture
[ACW+19, SJK+12, SJU19, HBR+94, DELS99, KWM97, LFT06, SLS94, TNB+95].
archives [WH01]. archiving [KS10].

Arguments [FMSS17]. arithmetic
[BBS01a]. Around-the-Head [KRMS21].
arrangement [Coh97]. arrangements
[SM11b]. Artifacts [FH23]. Artificial
[CWLZ23, WKCS22, PPAA+18]. Artisans
[ZSNP14]. Artistic [AZS16]. Aspects
[GC22, KSJB11]. Assessing
[LVDA23, MCSN03, BA04]. Assessment
[LRP15, RLP14, Tsa18, KWL+13].
Assessments [GFK+17]. Assist
[WWD+22]. Assistance [XRL+22].
Assistant [CEH+22, CGL24]. Assistants
[AKTB19, PLF20]. Assisted
[JKS18, KNK+21, PWG18, RRC+22, VS14,
GCC+24]. Assistive [ICC+22, RCFR22].

Associated [ANK+23]. Association
[XPL23]. Assumption [MBR+13, OSPK23].
Asylum [AV19]. asymmetric [RSJ02].
At-a-Distance [MWB16]. Athletes [RT18].

Attention
[KBB+17, NSCR19, VAF17, MRF09].

Attitudes [NKDB23, RC22, WM15].
attitudinal [ZSE+12]. Audience
[HCS+23, RSR21]. Audio
[BVR15, TCD+21, VAA+16, ASHM07, RV95, SS00].
Audio-Augmented [VAA+16].
audio-only [ASHM07]. Audio-Visual
[TCD+21]. Auditory
[VAA+16, VAF17].

Augmentation [MBP+22].
Augmentations
[BHA18, HLSR24, SLP22].
Augmented [DVK18, LCC23, UK21,
VA+16, ZRT+20, BBS00b]. Augmenting
[BJC+23, CZH+15, KQH+22, MBP+22].
Authentication [MRC+22, MWVK21].

Author [Ano96, Ano97]. Authors
[DWL+24]. Autistic
[PPAA+18, RC22, SRE+21, SLS05].
Autocompletion [KB23]. Automata
[DKA+15]. Automated
[Har19, VML15, BA04]. Automatic
[CM03, DKA+15, LA15]. Automatically
[KKH+13]. Automations
[LA17].

Automation
[BWR+17, NKDB23].

Automoderator [JBGB19]. availability
[WW05]. Available [HGOZ19, TLA+19].
Avatar [AATC22]. avatars [QB05].
Avoidance
[YS20]. Award [Hin17]. aware
[CFLC23, DM05, PKH09]. Awareness
[BVR15, BHA18, MZL+23, NVPE19, SP21,
WM15, CSM+11, GG99, MMS+08, NBG09].

back [OHM+13]. background
[HPHS05, HSFB99]. Backtracking
[AJSW12]. Bad [TVH16]. Balancing
[BB15]. BAN [SYK23]. banner
[BBNG05]. Barriers
[DV18, JNR+24, HFB09]. Based
[BKJ18, BSR+23, DS08, DVK18, EDT+23, FSMP22,
GFK+17, GBBM12, GLZH20, GSS+19,
HG+24, HHG+22, HLE18, HFP12,
KWS+14, KNK+21, LA15, LQZ23, MKS19,
OAV+16, PCL+20, RRC+22, UBI9, XPL23,
AGZ10, Bar09, BFAM11, BSK+05, Ber94,
BPR08, CL08, CP10, CC13, DBT+12, FS04,
basic [LV09], bathing [KdJvE13], Batman [BP23], Bayesian [HSA+23], BCI [KTBR15b], BCIs [KTBR15a], Be [BFC12, LBGC24, OSBB], Between [BOTM], Behaviors [RC23, YS20, VM95], Behaviour [PVCB18, SRE+21], Behaviours [GPPD+22], Being [KIW16, NYP+18], Behaviors [GMW05, SSC+16, KSR14, LZB98, RL09], Best [Hin17b, XGA+22], better [DGK+10], Between [BFG+23, JNR+24, TNLK22, VBR20, BTS+13, CALH+19, GRR20, HBDG04, KH23, LDS+11, PKES22, SHMA07, TRZ15], Beyond [Bro12, HBJP24, MREN+22, PS02, PDR17, YTL+23], Biases [TSTH17], Big [BK18, BJ+23], Bigraphs [BCRS16], Biocentric [FKGW22], Biodata [RTM+15], Biofeedback [VSW23], Biological [BGK+22], biomedical [WFD98], biometric [HT11], Blackness [CBRT23], Blended [OKP11], Blending [PPAA+18], blind [PRB+11, QO13, TSFA07], blindness [BHNG05], Blockchain [MREN+22], Blockchains [MREN+22], Blocklists [JGBG18], Blood [KLK+23], Blueprints [DLL24], blue [RV95], Blur [NBG06], Bodily [MLH14, MGVE17], Body [ABBH20, BBC+22, KTN+18, MYR+20, MMHM23, RT18, Sva13], BodyWire [MYR+20], BodyWire-HCI [MYR+20], Books [GC23], Boolean [WFD98], BotMap [DMOJ18], Boundaries [VBR20, BGR+98], Boundary [AFP13, WIKW23, CT07], Bounds [MKFB20], Bowl [WOB22], Box [COFH16, ORRH99], Brain [ACM18, CKS16, KTBR15a, PPS+22, SZM23, DBT+12], Brain-Computer [SZM23, DBT+12], Brazilian [DKT+21], Breaches [MIZ+23], breadth [KB03], Break [PVCB18], Breakdowns [LMMBL19, SM11b], Breaking [CAP24], Breathing [KSB+22, MFU+20], Bridge [MBHC17], Brief [KOP+10], broadcasting [BGC+00], brokers [AO12], browser [PCV03], Browsing [HF96, OC03], BubbleView [KBB+17], Budgeting [PAMAN], Build [RZK24], builder [W977], Building [ACW+19, GB19, LW23, LKS19, RG96], Buildings [BVL+19], Business [YRA20], buttons [FH14], ByteDance [WSWL23], C [LQZ23], C-PAK [LQZ23], Calculations [VW22], calendar [BCCR04, NBG09], calendars [PCH+06], Call [CDC15, LBGC24, RPFMP17], Calls [BAAL+16], Camera [VS14], Campaigns [LBO+15], Can [BCF+06, BD22, DKA+15, EBNM22, HFB09, LRS19, OSBB+19, SSS+22], Cancellation [HLSR24], Cannot [SLM+20], capabilities [MS94], Capacity [PBBJS22], Capital [AV19, LVG+14], Capitalism [DKT+21], Capture [HCH+14, STKB12, BA04], Captured [CDT+21, CCO14], Capturing [SGL09], Care [GPH+23, HJS+20, MPS22, NVF+15, WMWR16], Caregivers [HCH+14], Carers [LGW+19], Cartography [TLA+19], cartoon [TC01], Case [BQDB13, BBT+23, DLL24, DBDK18, HBT+21, ICC+22, JGBG18, JGBG19, LJP521, RFRC22, SHSS19, WSWL23, ZPSL08, ZSNP14, ABL05, FPST99, GEC+09, NDSG06], Cassowary [BBS01a], Catwalk [AFP13], causality [SJZ+98], CAVE [SGFT06],
[Men22]. **Content**
[GRKB16, JRGB18, JRGB21, JNBF23, LCE+19, LRP15, JBH13, KGZ07]. **Context**
[AYK23, ASL+22, BRS+13, BHA18, FMSS17, GMPKS17, KFG15, KSCB21, MBN+23, NWH21, SSH22, DM05, Edw05, KP10, LG04, LDF12, PKHD09, LG04].
context-aware [DM05, PKHD09].
**Context-Dependent** [GMPS17].
**Context-Driven** [KSCB21].
context-enhanced [Edw05].
**Context-sensitive** [LG04]. **Contexts** [GC22, KSCB21, LAW18, XPL23, FPST99].
**Contextual** [ACDL12, FBE23, MM17, SS00].
**Contingent** [VAF17]. **Contingency** [XLC12]. **Continue** [GPP24]. **Continuous** [TPM+21, FS04]. **Contradiction** [DAK20].
contrast [JK96a]. contributions [HWS99]. **Control** [FFK21, GCB16, KFF+23, KTB15a, MGGM21, MOMS17, AO12, FKK07, LH08, Mag99, MD23, SW09].
controlled [DBT+12, SWM03]. controller [NM09]. **Controlling** [DS98]. **Convergence** [MHL+23, ODC04, SJZ+98].
**Conversational** [PVSZ24, RK22, XZL+20, LG04, MCC+04, OS04, ODC04]. convey [Coh97]. **Cooperative** [BNS02, TCD+21, FPST99, MS04, RSJ02, SJZ+98].
**Coordinated** [MWKV21]. **Coordination** [CE20, RZK24, SG20, TKH11, NBG09].
**Copilot** [PRD+24]. **Coping** [CLG20].
copresence [KOP+10]. **Correct** [KLK+23].
Correcting [LQZ23]. Correction [PD16, SMW01]. corrective [LG04].
**Correlation** [VCN+17]. Corrigendum [YHS96]. **Cost** [JSJ+21, PRJ16, BHNG05].
costs [PW06]. **Could** [JPR+19].
**Countdown** [GRR20]. **Counterfactual** [FPST99].
**Counterintuitive** [GPPD+22].
**Counterintuitive-Problem** [GPPD+22].
**Coupling** [DC95, Jun16]. **Course** [OWOZ17]. 
**Craft** [PF21]. **Crafting** [BKQ+17, BPW12, GHB+22]. **Crane** [SNT+23]. **Create** [HOZ19]. Creating [BCF+11, CALH+19, JK96, MBP+22, NM09, Shn00, YCVV23, AEF+00].
Creation [AJSW12]. **Creation-Oriented** [AJSW12]. **Creative** [CLY+23, GSX+23, RM23, SBSG23].
**Creativity** [CL14, KQH+22, Shn00]. Creatures [AFP13]. credibility [LF14].
Criticism [RBB15]. **Cross** [CL17, CKKL18]. **Cross-Cultural** [CKKL18]. **Cross-Device** [CL17]. **Crossing** [Gro04, UK21, YS20, AGZ10].
Crowd [BGK+22, SB18]. **Crowd-Algorithm** [BGK+22]. **Crowdfunding** [GH13].
Crowdsourced [HRB14]. **Crowdsourcing** [GK+17, GCB16, KBB+17].
Crowdworker [GCB16]. **Crowdworkers** [LBGC24]. crucial [NBG09]. **CSCW** [BEJM14, Dou98]. Cued [BLNH21].
**Cued-Recall** [BLNH21]. cues [Bre98]. Cultivation [MLH21]. **Cultural** [AATC22, BGA+15, CKKL18, KFG15].
culturally [RB11]. cultures [BPW12].
**Curation** [KHS+14]. **Current** [HHE+12].
cursor [WL97]. **Custom** [LMMB19, TPM+21]. Customize [DAM17]. CyberGlove [KHW95].
**Cybersecurity** [ZR21].
**D** [BYS02a, IYY+24, IW03, LBP17, MWKV21, NHGC16, QB05, SGL09, WLB09]. **Daily** [BBC+22, COO14]. **DANTE** [YSHG07].
**DASS** [NVPE19]. **Data** [ACS+23, BTS+13, CRL+23, CFLC23, HHHV24, HSA+23, JPR+19, JSJ+21, KHM20, KS15, MZL+23, SSH22, SJU19, WWD+22, ZPSL08, AT+03, FKGB10].
MJV+06, SY97, CMLS10. Data-Driven [KS15]. Data-enabled [CFLC23]. dataflow
[WB97]. DateLens [BCR04]. Dealing [POS+01]. Debriefing [BLNH21].
debugger [MS94]. debugging [GBW+12, MS94]. Dec [YHS96]. Decade
[SE22]. Deceptions [HBL22]. Decision [AF18, FMSS17, ICM+23, KB23, LK20,
MSH+23, WK+23, WWH19, ZSC+15, vBBSB23, Rob05]. Decision-Making
[AF18, LK20, WKK+23, KB23]. Decisions [FBE23, HBL22, ZR21, LB10]. declarative
[PS09]. Declare [DWL+24]. Decoration [BKQ+17]. Dedicated [NSP+18, NPLB09].
deductive [BYS02a, BYS02b]. Deep
[EDT+23, MRC+22, SVCB21]. Defamiliarization [BBS05]. Default
[WLB15]. Deficiency [SLP22]. deficits [SHM07]. definitions [BG98].
Deformation [MMH+22]. degradation [WWH97]. Delay [GRR20]. delayed
[JGH07]. Delays [LV20, PH23]. delegation [MCC+04]. Deliberate [GSPZ24]. Delivery
[PTR23, IB10]. demands [MRF09].
Dementia [FMP19, HFLH+23, HJS+20, MPS22, WMRW16]. Demographics
[LCE+19]. Demonstrating [RCFR22]. Demonstration [CL17]. Demonstrational
[VM95, MCM97]. Department [PCR15].
Dependent [GMPS17]. Deployment
[KHG18, MMEFN+24]. Deployments
[MCL+13]. Depression [CDT+21]. depth
[HWSB99]. Deriving [KSCB21]. Describe
[SSH22]. description [NPLB09, NM09].
descriptions [MTDM14]. Descriptive
[CMH12]. Design [ANO19, ACW+19,
AATC22, ABC20, ASL+22, ACM18, AZS16,
BPOW15, BBB18, Bar18, BPG+22,
BPL+23, BK18, BWLW23, BBT+23, BT15,
CEH+22, CWM+23, CFLC23, CKK+21,
DPG22, DS08, DBDK18, EYK+16,
EBNM22, ERT23, FKGW22, FMP19, GC22,
GPPD+22, GSK22, Gil19, GBH+18, GCS23,
GLX+23, GSX+23, HL21, HWC+16, Hin17b,
HBT+21, HHHV24, HDF21, ICC+22,
JKVA17, JBD+22, KGYQ15, KS15,
KTN+18, LGW+19, LMG+11, LWA+23,
LA17, MCD+20, MSH+23, MSA+23,
OSPK23, OFLK17, PRR+19, PAM+22,
PL14, Pil18, RSR21, RTR+16, RAT+22,
SWZ16, SZM23, SSHM+23, Son20, SVDM17,
STB21, SWLM22, SNT+23, TLA+19, VL07,
VBR20, WMRW16, WBFDK21, XRL+22,
YCVV23, YRA20, AEF+00, BBS05, Bla06,
BB02, BG05, CMS+11, DRD+00, DGK+10,
FPST99, FH08, GSM99, GFC13, HK99,
HL12, JK96b, KLS95, Kil13, KdJE13,
LB10, LST08]. design [LR13, MAVR13,
MS04, MBB07, PKHD09, PG94, Rob05,
SP21, SJ09, SGL09, Sva13, Thi04, TBN+13,
WDHM13, WWM08, YR12, WLB09].
Design-Emerging [BBB18].
Design-Sketching [STB21]. Design-Space
[HL21]. Designer [LMMBL19].
Designer-Developer [LMMBL19].
Designerly [BPG+22]. Designers
[ID20, Kir19, WOB22]. Designing
[BSW17, BCF+11, BMM20, CGS12, DM05,
FMJ24, HRW+23, KHM20, KB23, KSB+20,
LWG+14, LRS19, MBP+11, MGVE17,
NDSS06, NVPE19, NSCR19, OTV19, PF21,
RM23, RK22, RBK19, SVCB21, SAT+23,
SAP+15, Son20, SC03, SHC05, TJLS21,
THL+23, TSGK14, VAAB+16, XGA+22,
AGZ10, BSK+05, EKO00, PS02, Vi00, W097].
Designs [AGM23, DLL24, GPP99, MB05].
Designs-The [DLL24]. desired [BSK+05].
desk [BBS01b]. desktop
[GM03, RSK04, WS097, WJN+04]. detail
[WWH97]. Detected [OSBB+19].
Detecting [BD22, CDT+21, PVSZ24].
deterrents [GH13]. Deterring [CGGN+15].
Developer [LMMBL19]. Developing
[Don95, GLZH20, KTN+18, SF15, THL+23].
Development [EBNM22, MNPP17, TBD20,
YHS95, YHS96, KLS95, PG94, TNB+95].
Device
[CL17, LPMST22, NWB21, HB07, KHW95].
Devices [FSMP22, JWS12, TRZ15, HPHS05, JSM+94, KHA11, MRF09].
Diagnosis [GLX+23, YTL+23]. diagram
[CM03, WMMS08], diagrammatic [HK99].
Diagramming [IW03]. Diagrams
[RSC15, HK99]. dialogs [MCC+04].
Dialogue [RSR21]. Dictated [GLZH20].
Dictation [GLZH20, FS04]. Did
[CRL+23, MA23, RZK24]. Differences
[HBGD04, TRZ15, LF14, MRF09, ZS06].
Different [WBD+22, KSJB11]. Differential
[KYZ23]. Differently [Kir19]. difficulty
[CD11]. Diffraction [LIPS21]. Digital
[AGM23, BMM20, CGL24, CL14, CFH+24,
DKT+21, HL18, HBJP24, HFK+22,
JDV+21, JMP+17, JNR+24, NEE+24,
OTV19, PMAN24, PCL+20, PFF18, PVCB18,
PBBJS22, MD23, RTR+16, RAT+22, ABL05,
BBS01b, ENS09, LVH12, SGL09, UJ05].
dimensional [GB05, Hor01, WST14].
Dimensions [CRH12]. Diminished
[GB196]. Direct
[AGB14, BG98, GMW05, HFB09, MRF09].
directed [BI08, IB10]. Directions
[SEA22, WIK23]. disabilities [CDF+05].
disabled [YSHG07]. Disambiguation
[WST14]. Disclosure [And20, KB23].
Disclosures [AF18, AHCIF18], Discomfort
[HLSR24]. Discourages [BBC20].
Discourse [RBB15, QMB+02]. Discourses
[VPW+15]. Discussion [Roo13]. Display
[MCL+13, MSD+21, AO11, AO12, JH14,
KS02, WWHW97]. Displays
[BVL+19, HFK+22, VAAB+16, VAF17,
MMS+08, MWW06, TGSP06, WB94].
Disposal [SWZ16]. disruption [SM11b].
Disruptive [PVSZ24]. Dissecting [HBL22].
Distance [BEJM14, MBW16]. Distant
[MBHC17], distortion [LA94].
distortion-oriented [LA94]. Distraction
[LRS19]. Distraction [AOB+20].
Distractions [BBC20]. Distractions
[YS20]. Distress [BAAL+16]. Distressing
[And20]. Distributed
[BEJM14, HHK00, GG99, OKP11].
Distributions [EDT+23]. Distrust [KH18].
Dive [MRC+22]. divergence [DGK+10].
Diverse [CRM17]. Diversifying [PRR+19],
divide [Gru04]. DIY [SN17]. Do
[BLNH21, DMG16, HMKV19, DPR+19,
Kir19, SLM+20, DWL+24, MO94]. Doctors
[HHG+22]. document
[DELS99, LER+00, RP96]. Documentation
[BP23, WWD+22, HF96]. documents
[HF03]. Does [BEJM14, GBBM12, TH15].
Dolls [SLBB19]. Domain [DAM17, TVH16].
Domain-Specific [DAM17]. Domestic
[NPF+15, BBS05, GEC+09]. Don’t
[GSPZ24]. Dot [GCS23]. Dot-Com
[GC23]. Downsise [CVZBB20]. Drag
[ACPL15, Ink01]. Drag-and-Drop
[ACPL15, Ink01]. Drawing [Col97].
Driven [KS15, KSCB21, SK+12, TNK22].
Drop [ACPL15, Ink01]. Dualistic
[HBT+21]. Duration [GRR20]. Durations
[BBC20]. During
[MHL+23, MWS18, MYR+20, SG20,
WBW+23, AGB14, BI08, FFP+16, LVH12,
LRP15, MJV+06, RSJ02, SM11b, XHM+13].
Dyadic [PBBJ+22]. Dynamic
[KSCB21, LRP15, PD16, JHH13, MWW06].
Dynamically [LAW18]. Dynamics
[USK+23, MPK05].

E-commerce [WSWL23, KB03].
E-government [DVMIV14]. Early
[JNR+24, KYZ23, LVDA24]. EarthShake
[YHWWK16], easier [HK99]. Easy
[TPM+21]. Eating [GSK22]. eClass
[BA04]. Economic [BBMT06]. Economy
[TSTH17, Vic00]. EcoSante [KH23]. Edge
[DKT+21]. Editing [GLZH20, LMW+20,
SJZ+98, SC02, WMMS08]. Editor
[Hin16c, Hin16a, Hin16d, Hin16e, Hin16f,
Hin16g, Hin17e, Hin17a, Hin17b, Hin17c,
Hin17d, Hin18a, Hin18b, Hin18c, Zha15].
Editor-in-Chief [Zha15]. Editorial
[CMLS10, Hin16b, MNPP17, Zha14].
editors [CM03, Sun02, RZK24]. edits [SGL09]. Education [HFP12, VSS+23, NWH21, TDKS19, YHS95, YHS96].

Educational [HL18, LBO+15, LA17, VWKL+24]. Effect [AYK23, CZH+15, DWL+24, EZC24, KWCS22, SS+22, TCD+21, ZBM96]. Effective [TBD20, BPR08, Sut00]. effectively [S94]. Effectiveness [GCC+24, MMHM23, KLMC12, WFD98]. Effects [ARK+21, BSG18, CJBG22, CD11, GWZC23, HK99, KB03, LCE+19, MSM23, NHGC16, VHK10, XLC12, FH14, GG99, JGH07, LBT96, PCV03, QB05, WWHW97].

Efficacy [OMV17, DGK+10]. efficiency [KLMC12, WFD98]. Efficient [FSMP22, TPM+21, BPR08, MF10]. Electricity [JKS18, KB+13, KT+18]. Electro [MYR+20]. Electro-Quasistatic [MYR+20]. electronic [HF03, QB05].


Emerging [BT08]. Emerging [BBB18, VSS+23, Pil18, PF21, PMK02]. Emoji [PDR17]. Emotion [ICC+22, SAT+23]. Emotional [SF15]. Emotions [BBC+22, CLG20, GBBM12].

Empirical [BB18, BAZ24, CKS16, DFH+21, HFP12, JBD+22, PJL+16, RPFMP17]. YRA20, KSR14, MCM97. Empowering [ABY17, DAM17]. empowerment [ABL05].


encountering [LCHD11]. Encounters [CVB16, KOP+10]. Encourage [KH23]. Encyclopedia [RZK24]. End [ABY17, BWR+17, DAM17, GBW+12, Hin17b, MNPP17, MM17, VW22, KSR14].

End-User [Hin17b, MNPP17, VW22, GBW+12]. End-Users [ABY17]. ended [XZL+20].

Endurance [DAK20]. Energy [ACR+16, SSRW13]. Engagement [BBT+23, JNR+24, LCC23, MSM23, MPS22, MREN+22, Pil18, SRE+21, YRA20].

Engine [KQH+22]. Engineer [BBT+23]. Engineering [BHZ24, MBW+23, KWM97].

Enhance [KB23, SS+22]. enhanced [Edw05, HPHS05]. EnhancedDesk [BB01]. Enhances [JWS12]. Enhancing [PAM+22, CC13, FKK07].

Enjoyment [YHKW16]. Enriching [ACDL12].

Entanglement [Fra20]. Enterprise [GRKB16]. Entity [JDV+21]. Entrepreneur [NBB20]. Entrepreneurs [BBR18].

Entry [DVK18, MF10, VK14, WST14, WM06]. Environment [BKJ18, KH23, CGS12, GB95, JGH07, TKS99, WL97].

Environments [AGWF19, CGG+15, DAM17, LK20, BhHSS00, BDR00, BGC+00, CDF+05, FKK07, HPH+00, KSB11, LJ+13, MMS+08, PRM00, SSS09, RSL02, RL09, RB11, SRS00, SSS0, SGFT06, TSGK14, Wex95].

EPIC [KWM97].

Epilogue [Dou13]. Epistemic [Gub23].

Equivalent [SHMA07]. Era [GCS23, Hin16b]. err [KYZ23]. error [GPP99, SWM01].

Errors [HBL22, KYZ23, SMB12, WM06].

Essentialised [KPWS20]. Establishing [BP05, NWH21]. estimation [HBE96].

Estrellita [HCH+14]. eTextile [PF21].

Ethical [BGA+15]. Ethics [SEA22].

ethnographic [ORRH99], ethnography [PMM+13], ethnomethodology [MS04].

Evaluate [CRH12, KWS+14].

Evaluating
[CT07, FLST13, HL18, LG12, MPS22, SWM03, VWKL+24, YSHG07, AGZ10, LWG+14, SHC05]. **Evaluation**

[BWLV23, BMB+13, BLNH21, CFH+24, DPG22, EBNM22, GLX+23, Har19, KHW95, KWB+15, RTR+16, SVDM17, UB19, JK96b, LMG+11, MCSN03, MBB07, MCM97, PGG03, Sal09, SHR07, YHS95, YHS96, YR12, IA08]. **evaluations** [VK14, WM06].

**Even** [KLK+23]. **Events** [AJSW12].

**Everyday** [ASJB22, COFH16, JDV+21, RBK19, SED+16, HR02, LJJ+13, PMK02].

**Evidence** [RSR21, WKK+23, YHWK16], **Evoke** [EBNM22]. **Evolution**

[ALR20, CWZL23, RSK04]. **evolving** [ENSS09]. **Examining** [And20, BAHU24, GCC+24, MBW16, TDKS19, VPW+15, WM15, WBFDK21, CJBG22]. **exclusion** [ABL05]. **executable** [WL09]. **execution** [BI08]. **exercise** [WZ97]. **Exergame** [UB19]. **Exertion** [ASL+22, MGVE17].

**Exertion-Understanding** [ASL+22].

**Existential** [RB23], **existing** [SHMA07].

**ExoBuilding** [SIK+12]. **Expanding** [MKFB20, BG98, MB05, RV95]. **Expected** [BSK+05]. **Experience** [BKPH22, BLNH21, CEH+22, CGL24, FMP19, HH23, HH17, MZR+21, MSH19, MLH14, RB23, TH15, TVH16, vSHL12, BSW08, WWM08].

**Experience-Centered** [FMP19, WWM08]. **Experiences** [And20, BPG+22, BMM20, CHAN20, DKT+21, ENS09, GSK22, HGOZ19, WBD+22, Wan21]. **Experiencing** [LVH12, SKB+23]. **Experiential** [HLE19].

**Experiment** [PPS+22, SSS+22, SWM03]. **Experimental** [TSB14, BhHSS00, DELS09, HFB09, LZB98, LBT96, MB05].

**Experiments** [ATH+03, CP10]. **Expert** [BKG23, LGCL17, LV20, CG10, SHR07].

**Expertise** [CKS16, ICM+23]. **Explanation** [KB21]. **Explanations** [PKES22].

**Exploiting** [DMG16, DRD+00].

**Exploration** [CFH+20, SVC21, UK21, WBW+23, KdJvE13, LDS+11, WZ97].

**exploratory** [CT07, Rie96]. **Explore** [BBC+22, MMH+22]. **Exploring** [AGB14, AGWF19, BWR+17, CWM+23, CFLC23, GC22, GSK22, GSPZ24, HFLH+23, HLSR24, HJS+20, KBJ+13, MSM23, PRJ16, RB23, SN17, SLM+20, SYS19, ENS09].

**Expression** [SM323]. **expressions** [HR02].

**Expressive** [AZS16, PD16, PDR17, SHS24].

**Expressiveness** [BHA18, Red08].

**Expressivity** [CDT15]. **Extended** [MBP+22].

**Extending** [MBB+13, SLS04, LHO8]. **extensible** [Edw05]. **extent** [RVB11].

**Extravaganza** [Hin17b]. **Extravaganza-Special** [Hin17b].

**Extruding** [HBJP24]. **Eye** [CVC12, DTP+23, GSX+23, HFK+22, MKS19, SSC+16, SG20, WKK+23, GM03].

**Eye-tracked** [GSX+23]. **Eye-Trackers** [SSC+16]. **eyed** [WL97]. **Eyes** [GLZH20].

**Eyes-Free** [GLZH20].

**Fabricable** [SNT+23]. **Fabrication** [AGWF19, HBJP24, LAW18]. **Facebook** [LVG+14, YRA20]. **facial** [VBH10].

**facilitate** [SGL09, ZSE12]. **Facilitates** [HLE19].

**Factor** [MRC+22]. **Facilitating** [LVDA23]. **Factors** [BWLV23, FBE23, LCC23, WBW+23, LDF12]. **fading** [PMK02]. **Fails** [SG21, NGB06].

**Failure** [HDF21, HLJ+97]. **Fall** [OAV+16, UB19]. **Fallacies** [Tsa18].

**familiarity** [LBT96]. **Family** [FPD+16, PL14, JK96a, NBG09, PCH+06].

**Farewell** [Zha15].

**Fast** [MVK21].

**Feedback** [BBC20, CLY+23, DKA+15, FFKM22, LMDT22, MWS18, FH14, JGH07, SRGS00].

**Fails** [PMK02].

**Feature** [CTD+21, WWH19, YRA20, MBB07].

**feature-rich** [MBB07]. **Features** [ANO19, GPPD+22, PVSZ24]. **Feedback** [BBC20, CLY+23, DKA+15, FFKM22, LMDT22, MWS18, FH14, JGH07, SRGS00].

**Feedforward** [MMH23].

**Feeling** [CFH+24].


Gain [STKB12]. Game [GPPD+22, HL18, LA17, TLA+19, YHKW16, ZRT+20, CC13, KTBR15b, TKH11].

Gaze-Contingent [VAF17]. Gender [KPWS20, USK+23, KLMC12]. General [NKDB23].
generalization [BYS02a, BOS02b]. Generated [DWL+24, LRP15]. Generating [LAW18].

Generation [Wan21, CM03, SJGL09].

Generative [BLBM21, MTDM14].
genetic [JN96, MO94]. Geographic [TSTH17].

Geography [NHGC16]. Georeferenced [ZPSL08].

Geriatric [BBT+23]. Gesture [CDT15, SWL22, TPM+21, Tsa18, XGA+22, LGHH08, QMB+01, Wex95].

Gesture-based [SWLM22, LGHH08].

Gestures [HGH+24, LMW+20, TRZ15, BG98, QO13].

Get [BFC12]. Getting [DV18].

Ghostwrite [DWL+24]. Gifting [SKB+23]. Gifts [KSB+20].

Gigapixel
[RTR+16]. girl [TDKS19]. Giving
[KLK+23]. Glasses [SLP22]. Global
[BJC+19, ViCo00]. Go
[HBJP24, SWZ16, DPL+23]. Goal
[VML15, BI08, IB10, TSGK14].
goal-directed [BI08, IB10]. Goal-Specific
[VML15]. goals [MCNS03]. Going
[AN019]. GOMS [JK96a, JK96b]. Good
[RRC+22, TVH16]. Governance [TJLS21].
government [DHMV14]. GPS [WMRW16].
Graduate [YCVD23]. grained [SSH2+23].
grammars [KZZ06]. graph [KZZ06].
Graphical [AZS16, BG08, MCM97, Ber94,
HLN04, KZZ06, TC01]. graphics [SC02].
Graphs [FLST13, Coh97, VH91].
Grassroots [GB19]. Green [WDHM13].
Greenhouse [CHAN20]. Grid [CAP24].
Grief [SWZ16]. Ground [RSR21, CMS5+11].
Grounded [BMB+13]. Groups [CBRT23].
Group [EZC24, Sun02, TkWSR99].
GroupKit [RG96]. groups [MO94].
groupware [GG99, MO94, PG003, RCG96].
Growers [CHAN20]. Grows [DVHZ+21].
growth [SKN24]. GSR [ZSC+15]. guide
[PKHD09]. Guideline [KTN+18].
Guidelines
[LVDA23, MSH+23, SAP+15, KdJeE13].
Guilty [DMG16].
Habits [PVCB18]. Habitation
[ASJB22, NVR+14]. Hackathon
[HFLH+23]. hand [KHW95]. handed
[HPPK98, KHA11, LZB98]. handheld
[MWW06]. handle [WW905]. handles
[WR99]. Handmaid [MA23]. Hands
[WZ97, CNE+07, FS04]. hands-free [FS04].
Hands-on [WZ97, CNE+07]. handset
[PS02]. handwriting [PBR+11]. Hanging
[ASHM97]. Haptic [MMH+22]. PBBJ+22,
SYK23, JGH07, SRG00]. Haptics [SHS24].
Harassment [JGBG18]. Hardware
[WBW+23]. Harm [XJS23]. Having
[LBGC24]. Haystack [LRP15]. HBI
[ACW+19]. HCI [Ada23, ACW+19, ALR20,
ABBH20, BGA+15, BFL+23, BV20, CR13,
CWLZ23, COFH16, CALH+19, CBRT23,
DLT+21, DRW13, DBK18, ERT23,
FKGW22, FKGB10, Fr020, HH17, HFP12,
KPWS20, LIPS21, MLH21, MYR+20,
MAVR13, VSS+23, Men22, MJV+06,
NVF+15, PRM00, PSSB13, RMM+13,
PPS+22, RB23, RBC+21, RBB15, SEA22,
SAT+23, SG21, Su000, TBD20, VBR20,
ViCo00, VPW+15, XGA+22, ZLD+23]. Head
[DVK18, HFK+22, KRMS21, SG20, UK21,
KSK02, WWHW97]. Head-Mounted
[DVK18, HFK+22, UK21, KSK02,
WWHW97]. Health
[ABBH20, ACS+23, BKS+13, HWC+16,
HLM+14, JNR+24, KPWS20, KH23, NBB20,
SLM+20, Son20, TBD20, THL+23, TDKS19,
Bec04, LWG+14, LF14, MKP05].
Healthcare [ANW+23, AWB+23, BP23,
BBT+23, MHL+23, PTR23]. Heating
[JMS8+18]. Hedonic [XLC12]. Help
[DKA+15, VS14, QB05]. Helps
[Cly+23, KKH+13]. Herbal [PKRR15].
here [VTS+04]. Heritage [KFG15].
Herzberg [TH15]. Heuristic [EYK+16].
heuristics [IA08]. Hidden [PGW18]. Hide
[SBSG23]. hierarchically [SGZ+96].
hierarchies [Hor01]. High
[BHNG05, GRL1, HBE96, JH14, KWM97].
High-cost [BHNG05]. high-performance
[KWM97]. high-resolution [JH14].
High-speed [BHE96]. Hinckley [Zha15].
hinder [BHNG05]. Hiring [SB18].
Historically [Men22]. Histories
[FH23, HM23]. History [BFL+23]. HMDs
[MWB16, RPM+21]. Hoc
[BAAL+16, RLP14, ENS09]. Holding
[PRP23]. Holistic [KKIT20]. HoloSketch
[Dec95]. Home
[ACR+16, BWR+17, CR13, GC22, HHG+22,
LW15, SN17, UB19, GEC+09, KS10, NGB06,
ORRH99, SM11a, ST08]. Home-Based
[UB019, NGB06]. homepages [LDS+11].
Homogeneous [HT11]. Honor [DAK20].
Individually [MZR+21]. Individuals [WBD+22, SHMA07]. Individuated [WBD+22]. industrial [NDSG06].

industrial/academic [NDSG06]. Industry [WMRW16]. ineffable [BSW08]. Inequality [WSO16]. Infants [HCH+14].

Inference [vSHL12]. inferential [OCM+12]. Influence [CEH+22, DCO13, TCD+21, SUS95].

Influencing [LCC23]. Inform [SHSS19, GFC13]. Informal [IIY+24, DSG09]. Informatics [RT18, TBN+13]. Information [CZH+15, DS08, FBE23, GRC18, HJS+20, KWS+14, PRJ16, XLC12, BBS01b, CCO14, DSG09, HC06, HLN04, LF14, PCV03, SHTC08, UIJ05, WFD98, YLZ14].

Information-Based [KWS+14]. Information-Sharing [FBE23]. Information-Theoretic [GRG18].

Informed [BWLW23, Men22, SWZ16]. Informing [BPOW15, HL21].

Infrastructural [BBR18]. infrastructure [Edw05, SM11b]. Infrastructures [LBP17].

Infrastructuring [CALH+19]. Ingestible [LWA+23]. Inhabited [BGc+00].

Initiation [IIY+24]. Initiative [BBT+23]. Initiatives [Pil18]. Ink [SB18]. innovation [Shn00]. Input [BPOW15, CL17, CG10, JSM+94, KHW95, LZZ98, MRF09, PT01, WST14, WM06].

inquiry [SSR13]. ins [GEC+09]. Insights [RPFMP17, SYK23, TSGK14], inspection [FH08].

Inspired [CFH+24]. Institutions [CALH+19]. instruction [BPR08, CL08].

instructions [LBT96]. Instrumental [SLM+20]. Integrity [JSM+94, GEF98].

Integrated [ASL+22, SNT+23, CL08]. Integrates [CKK+21]. Integrating [BBS01b, CWZL23, VMGS94, MS94, OC03].


Intelligent [BD22, LA17, PLF20, SLY+18, ZSC+15, CM03]. Intent [RBK19].

Intention [MZH+23, SJZ+98]. Interact [YHS96]. Interacting [ACR+16].

Interaction [ACW+19, AGB14, AZS16, BKG23, BMNH20, BLBM21, BMB+13, BOMM18, CL17, CJV16, DFH+15, DS08, EZC24, FKFM22, GSK22, GSPZ24, GLZH20, Gil19, GSS+19, HKMV19, ID20, KFF+23, KWCS22, LGC17, LB10, LLZ14, LVDA23, LMK21, LMDT22, LKS19, MYR+20, MBHC17, MKS19, MPS22, MWH23, OFKL17, PVSZ24, PKRR15, PH23, PF18, PL14, RCFR22, RM23, SKN24, SWLM22, Sva13, TCD+21, WBDK21, BDR00, BGC+00, BSK+05, DH08, FKK07, Hay11, HF96, HPHS05, HFH+00, HIK00, HL12, HLJ+97, Ink01, JS01, KWM97, Kir13, KP10, LR13, LJY+13, MAVR13, MS04, MTD014, MCC+04, OKP11, OHM+13, PHJ08a, PHJ08b, Rd08, RM00, Rul08, SS00, SHR07, SGFT06, UIJ05, ZBM96, ZB05].

interactional [BCF+11]. Interactions [AGM23, BCRS16, Jun16, KCL+16, LMMBL19, MCD+20, NVPE19, PRD+24, RRC+22, VAAB+16, vBBBS23, BT08, BMDD00, WSKS97].

Interactive [BVL+19, BKQ+17, CAP24, Gil19, HWC+16, LRS19, SLY+18, SVD17, WWH19, YHK16, DRD+00, DELS99, GPP99, LG00, LG12, LBT96, NPL09, OM11, ZSE+12].

interactively [Aro97]. Interactivity [Kir19]. Intercorporeal [VSSW23].

Interdependent [ANK+23]. Interest [KFG15]. Interface [ANO19, AATC22, DMOJ18, GPPD+22, KBB+17, SSC+16, SLY+18, ZSC+15].

Interfacing [BBR18]. Integrate [AMH20, BCC04, CBQ14, DSG09, HJ01, KWM97, Kir13, KP08, LR13, LJY+13, MAVR13, MS04, MTD014, MCC+04, OKP11, OHM+13, PHJ08a, PHJ08b, Rd08, RM00, Rul08, SS00, SHR07, SGFT06, UIJ05, ZBM96, ZB05].

Integrate [BCC04, CBQ14, DSG09, HJ01, KWM97, Kir13, KP08, LR13, LJY+13, MAVR13, MS04, MTD014, MCC+04, OKP11, OHM+13, PHJ08a, PHJ08b, Rd08, RM00, Rul08, SS00, SHR07, SGFT06, UIJ05, ZBM96, ZB05].
BG05, JDM99, NM09, PSS09]. Languages [BG98]. Large [CLY+23, KWB+15, LBO+15, VML15, YLR21, CCO14, RP96, RVB11, TGSP06]. Large-Scale [LBO+15, CCO14, RVB11].


SHR07, CT07, CG10, Dou95, HLN04, JDM99, MCSN03, NPLB09, SGL09, VH01.
Model-based [SHR07, NPLB09].
ModelCraft [SGL09]. Modeling [ANK+23, FFKM22, HSA+23, JGH07, LVG+24, MSM23, MA23, PDR17, RM23, TVH16, VMI15, WL08, XPL23, YLM21, CL08, GB05, JH03, ODC04, PGG03].
Modeling [BCRS16]. Models [FMEB20, MOMS17, OMV17, RSR21, STKB12, WL21, KWM97, RBJY00, TCJ01, VMGS94].
Moderated [LWG+24]. Moderating [XLC12]. Moderation [CJBG22, JGBG18, JNBF23, TJLS21].
modern [RSK04]. modified [TIG09]. Money [PF18].
Moneywork [PF18].
Moments [CRM17]. Money [FP18].
Motion [PD16, VCN+17]. Motivating [BFC12]. Motivation [CJBG22, JGBG18, JNBF23, TJLS21].
Motion [ALDR+22, RL09]. Navigating [MWW06, RTR+16, SZG+96]. Navigation [HPB02, KRRS15, KYQ15, SYK23, Bre98, CG10, FS04, MWW06, SHC05].
navigational [KLMC12]. Necessary [YS20]. Need [BKJ18, HHE+12, MO94].
Needs [BWTR12, BWR+17, CMS10, CCO14]. Negotiating [GFC13, Tan07]. Negotiation [MBN+23]. negotiations [WW05].
Network [CJBG22, JGBG18, JNBF23, TJLS21]. Networking [LCF+20, RC22, GEC+09, SBSS12].
Networks [BGK+22, Bid21, ENNS09, KOP+10, SZG+96]. Neurodivergent [SG21]. Neurofeedback [ACM18].
Non-Autistic [RC22]. Non-Disclosure [And20]. Non-Dualistic [HBT+21].
Non-Visual [DMOJ18]. non-WIMP
Participant-Owned [RMP+21].
Participation [Bar18, RLP14, GH13].
Participatory [BBB18, BK18, DBDK18, GBIH+18, PMAN24, PAM+22, Pil18].
Partners [HJS+20, RM23, RBK+19].
Passive [CTF+21]. Past [FMEB20, MHP00, AM00]. Pathology [GLX+23, RTR+16]. Patient [NEE+24].
Patients [HGG+22]. Pattern [MFU+20].
Patterns [BTS+13, KCL+16, LVG+14, MS04, CL08, HBP02, HF03]. Pavlov [Wo97].
Paying [BWC19, BTR12, BHA18, Physiopucks [CJV16]].
Peephole [LY+23, HRW+23, KLW+13, XSM+13]. pen-based [LG12, RM00, SGL09].
Pen-based [LG12, RM00]. People [AKTB19, BJC+23, CVZBB20, CZH+15, DPG22, DMG16, KRM21, KKH+13, LGW+19, LMK21, MPS22, NVR+14, OWO27, CDF+05, SC03]. Perceive [DLW+24]. Perceived [BB18, ZRT+20, BBMT06, BHNG05, LDS+11, RB11].
Perception [GRR20, NHGC16, SYK23, DH08, QB05]. Perceptions [ANK+23, HBL+22, MRC+22].
Perceptual [SSC+16, IB10, IW03].
Performance [AKY23, BGC+13, Jun16, PKRR15, STKB12, YL12, CG10, HBGD04, KWM97, LBT96, LFT06, RB11, RM00, TSGP06, WWH97].
Peripheral [WWH97].
Persist [LG17]. Person [ALDR+22, DTL+21, WBFD21, WKK+23].
Personal [AGWF19, BWTR12, BHA18, HM23, RTH18, SJU19, HJ14, NM09, WH01].
Personalisation [MSD+21]. Personality
[LVG+14, DCO13]. Personalization [BTS+10, GMPS17, MFU+20, OMV17, TDH10]. Personas [SSS+22, ODC04].
Persons [HJS+20]. Perspective [BT15, FKGW22, GPH+23, JPR+19, LWLL22, SWZ16, SZM23, vSHL12, CL08, GBW+12]. perspectives [GPH+23]. Pervasive
[MSD+21]. Phasic [CKS16].
phenomenological [SSRW13]. phenomenology [Sva13]. Philosophers [WOB22]. Phishing [LCE+19]. Phone
[GBH+22, DCO13, HLI+97, SHR07].
phone-based [HLJ+97]. Phones [WSO16].
Photography [VS14]. Photos [HSI+20].
Physiology [SSH22]. Physical
[BCRS16, BFC12, CVZBB20, JMP+17, KHM20, OSBB+19, SP21, YHKW16, LDF12, PKHD09].
Physical/Virtual
[BCRS16]. Physicalization [HHHV24].
Physicalizations [SSH22]. Physically
[TGSP06]. physio [HT11].
physio-behavioral [HT11]. Physiological
[BKJ18, CJV16, DFH+15, MWS18, SAP+15].
Physiologically [SK+12]. Physiology
[HCS+23]. Physiopucks [CJV16].
pictorially [VM95]. Picture
[AGM23, BJC+23]. Pictures [SSS+22].
Pitch [PD16]. Pitfalls [WWH19]. PIV
[MFU+20]. place [BB02, GPE06, STH08].
Placebo [KWCS22]. Placement [MFU+20].
Placing [LW15]. Plain [AWB+23].
planning [CMS+11]. Plans
[GKH+13, Roo13]. Plant [DVHZ+21].
Plants [FKGW22]. Platform
[SVDM17, SNT+23]. Platforms
[MSH+23, VTS+04]. Play
[BSW17, LWA+23, SED+16, SLY+18, SG21, TLA+19]. Players [DPL+23]. PLIERS
[CKK+21]. point [Ink01]. point-and-click
[Ink01]. pointer [VMGS94]. Pointing
[MWVK21, MOMS17, NPCBL15, STKB12, GB05, Hor01, HBDG04]. Pokémon
[DPL+23]. Policies [FMSS17]. Political
[BGS18]. Politics [NNB20]. Polylanches
[WOB22]. Polynomial [CVC12]. Ponty
[Sva13]. Populations [SG21]. portal
[NDSG06]. Possessions [OTV19].
Possibilities [MMH23]. Post
[LG17, MA23, PJI+16, SKN24].
Post-growth [SKN24]. Post-Roe [MA23].
Pre-Selection [GFK+17]. preattentive [HBE96]. Precise [DVK18, TPM+21].
Predictable [SRE+21]. Predicting [BKJ18, CDT+21, EDT+23, FHA+05, JBH13, Jun16, LHF+22, PKRR15, RP96].

-preschool [HBDG04]. presence [HR02, QB05, SRG00, SU95]. Present [BOMM18, AM00, MHP00]. Presentation [EYK+16, JN96, LA94]. Presentations [vBBSS23]. Presenting [BTS+13].
Preterm [HCH+14]. Prevent [KB23].
Prevention [OAV+16]. Priming [KTBR15b]. primitives [IW03]. Principal [LWL22]. Principal-Agent [LWL22].
Principle [BFG+23]. Principles [AOB+20].
Printers [LBP17]. PRISM [FKK07].

Privacy [ANK+23, And20, BB18, CFLC23, CKKL18, CLG20, DFH+21, FMSS17, HSI+20, JPR+19, JSJ+21, KB23, KC23, LK20, LWLL22, MA23, RC22, WLB15, BG05, CGA06, IA08, NGB06].
problem-solving [FKGB10]. Problems [AJSW12, FLCT19, GSS+15, RSK04].
Procedure [BMB+13]. Process [CC+21, EZC24, HK99, HF96, SGL09].

Processes [AGWF19, USK+23, BPW12, EK00].
Products [OTV19, SNT+23]. Professional [HGOZ19, HBJP24]. Profiles [HWC+16].
Program [Son20, DC95]. Programmers [PRD+24]. Programming [BWR+17, BSR+23, CKK+21, CKS16, GSS+15, LLZ14, RK22, HFB09, RC96].
programs [MCM97]. Progressive [GSX+23]. Project [HLEG18, OWOZ17, WMRW16, CMS+11, NM09].
Proprioceptive [HGH+24]. Protecting [LWLL22]. Proto [SSH19].
Proto-Practices [SSIS19]. Prototype [HFP12]. Prototypes [MREN+22, LST08, TIG09, LST08].
Prototyping [BFG+23, LMMM19, MMH+22, SVDM17, XRL+22, DGK+10, Sal09]. Provide [MWS18, Bre98]. Providing [KGZ07, KKH+13, KSR14, LEF+00].
Representations
[AZS16, HFLH+23, KHM20]. Represented
[OSBB+19]. Reproducibility [PPS+22].

Requirements
[KSCB21, MSH+23, MO94, VH01].

Research [AWB+23, BGC+13, BV20, BAZ24, CDC15, CALH+19, DFH+21, DBDK18, EDT+23, FKGW22, GSS+19, HRW+23, HDF21, LJPS21, LMK21, MLH21, VSS+23, SEA22, SAT+23, SFKF19, SG21, VPW+15, AM00, CMS+11, Hay11, HHK00, HL12, SBSG12, TM05]. Researchers
[YCVV23]. Reshaping [PBBJS22].

Residential [JKS18, MPS22]. Resistance
[Gub23]. resolution [JH14]. resolve
[SM11b]. Resource
[ERL+23, PRJ16, Pill18, SHSS19].

Resource-Constrained [PRJ16].

Resource-Scarce [Pill18]. resources
[Be04, THA99]. Respond [YTL+23].

Responding [AF18]. response [TKH11].

Responses [AHC18, VGHK10].

Restorative [XJS23]. Results
[OAV+16, DGK+10, SWM03].

Resuscitation [SMB12]. retail [LB10].

Rethinking [HDF21, RTT19]. Retrieval
[DS08, SLY+18]. Retrospection
[WBFDK21]. Retrospective [HDF21].

Review [PPS+22, RC96, Sut00]. Reveal
[LVC+14, MMH23, RDF12]. Reverse
[WBW+23]. Review [BV20, Bro12, BAZ24, DFH+21, HH17, JSJ+21, MMHM23, RZK24, MD23, SFKF19, TBD20, Tsa18, LA94]. reviewers
[An08, Tra04, ACM03].

Reviewing [BMB+13]. Revisiting
[BEJM14]. Reward [BFC12]. Rewards
[CVZBB20]. Rhetoric [GCS23, JNR+24].
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